Serco Master Control Panels can be customized to include a variety of equipment combinations. Whether combining only a few equipment systems into one compact panel or integrating and interlocking all powered equipment into one panel, Serco Master Control Panels can provide effective solutions for virtually any application.

Dock leveler and restraint operations can be integrated into one compact control panel and can be interlocked so that dock leveler will not operate unless trailer is secured by the restraint.

Dock levelers, restrainers, and overhead door operations can be integrated into one compact panel to save space and installation costs.

A maintenance disconnect can be added to cut power to the panel for routine maintenance.

Serco Master Control Panels combine the operating controls for all dock devices into one compact panel, drastically improving functionality, productivity, security, and environmental control while saving on electrical costs.
SERCO MASTER CONTROL PANELS:
The Single Source For Complete Control.

Loading docks are busy places, and are becoming busier every day. Naturally, as workloads increase, so does the need for a variety of automated dock equipment to meet those demands effectively. Unfortunately, so much equipment per dock means multiple controls and excessive electrical conduit cluttering up the dock wall, decreasing productivity and increasing installation costs.

THE SOLUTION: Serco Master Control Panels. These panels are easy to install, with just one electrical feed per dock, and can improve the functionality of a variety of dock equipment from one convenient location. Serco Master Control Panels can even control two dock positions from a single panel. Compared to conventional installations of separate control panels, disconnect, power on/off and warning lights, this can save hundreds of dollars in installation costs per dock position. In addition, the all-in-one-place convenience of Serco Master Control Panels can drastically improve productivity on your dock.